ABSTRACT. The model checker SPIN works better with specifications that are closed under stuttering. Checking such specifications, SPIN can use its partial-order reductions. It is hard to check whether a given specification is closed under stuttering and it is pity to give up SPIN'S partial-order reductions. We suggest an algorithm that, given a program P and a specification N of bad behaviors for P, checks the correctness of P with respect to an extension N' of N that is guaranteed to be closed under stuttering. In this check, SPIN can use its partial-order reductions. If P is correct with respect to N', we conclude that it is correct also with respect to N. If P is not correct with respect to N', we use the counter-example that SPIN provides to determine whether the program is correct with respect to N or that N is not closed under stuttering.
Introduction
To perform verifications with the model checker SPIN [110191] , the user should provide two specifications. The first formalizes the behavior of the system to be verified; the second formalizes all possible violations of the correctness requirements. The first specification is usually given as a set of asynchronous processes, specified in the language of the verifier (PROMELA). During the verification itself, the interleaving product of these processes is computed as a Buchi word automaton. We refer to this product as the program automaton P. The second specification is given directly as a Biichi word automaton, in the syntax of PROMELA. We refer to this automaton as the never-claim N.
Verification is now reduced to checking the emptiness of the intersection of the automata P and N [VW 86] . If the intersection is empty, it is guaranteed that no computation of the system violates the correctness requirement. If the intersection is not empty, SPIN generates an infinite word in the intersection, and presents it as a counter-example to the correctness requirement.
The intersection of P and N is computed on-the-fly, using a depth-first search algorithm. When a standard exhaustive depth-first search algorithm is used, it is irrelevant whether or not the language of N has special properties. For instance, it does not matter whether or not this language is closed under stuttering. There are, however, also optimized depth-first search algorithms that do make use of special properties that N might have. In particular, this is true for the partial-order reductions used in SPIN version 2. These reductions are guaranteed to preserve safety and liveness properties for an automaton N whose language is closed under stuttering [HP94] .
Given a never-claim automaton N, a naive algorithm would test N for closure under stuttering and, according to the result, decide whether or not partial-order reductions can be applied. Testing N for closure under stuttering, however, is hard. Indeed, the problem of testing Biichi automata for closure under stuttering is PSPACE-complete [PWW96] . Ideally, we would like to use a method that avoids the test, but can still apply the partial order reduction algorithm in as many cases as possible. This paper presents such a method.
Preliminaries
Given an alphabet E, a block over E is a word in E* all of whose letters are the same. We can view a word w E Ew as an infinite sequence of blocks and represent it as a function w : lN+ E x INT+, such that the i'th block of a word w with w(i) = (Q, n) is an. So, for example, the word 101100111000... is represented by w(i) = (i mod 2, i div 2). We use wo-and wn to denote w projected on its E and IN+ elements, respectively; thus w(i) = (w a (i), wn (i)). Note that we do not require that successive blocks are of different letters. A normal form for the word w is a function w : IN+ E x lN+ where for every i E IN+ we have = wa (i + 1) for all j > i we have wa (j) = wa (i) and wn (j) = 1.
That is, in a normal form, successive blocks are of different letters, except for the case where w has a suffix a'. Then, the suffix is presented by infinitely many blocks of length 1. In the sequel, we assume that words are presented in this normal form. We define an equivalent relation S C Ew x Ew as follows. For two words w and w', we have S(w, w') iff wu w'".. Thus, two words are related by S if they agree on the labels of their blocks and may only disagree on the lengths of their blocks. If S(w, w'), we say that w' stutters w. We write [w] to denote the set of all words w' for which S(w, w'). A language G C Ew is closed under stuttering iff for every word w E D. ', we have that w E iff [w] C G. Thus, if w is in r, so are all words obtained from w by either shrinking or stretching each of its blocks.
• • For technical convenience we present our algorithm in terms of Biichi transition systems, rather than Biichi word automata. One can translate transition systems to word automata by moving labels from states to transitions. Similarly, by moving labels from transitions to states, one can translate word automata to transition systems.
A Biichi transition system A = (E, W, R, Wo, L, F) consists of an alphabet E, a set W of states, a total transition relation RCWxW (i.e., for every w E W there exists w' E W such that R(w, w')), a set Wo of initial states, a labeling function L : W -p E, and an acceptance condition F C W. A computation of A is a sequence 7i = IVO, Wi, w2, ... of states such that for every i > 0 we have R(wi, wi+i). For a computation 7r = w o , wi, w2, , let Inf (r) denote the set of states that 7r visits infinitely often. That is, Inf (r) = {w E W : for infinitely many i > 0, we have w i = w}.
We say that a computation is accepting iff Inf (r) fl F # 0.
For a system A, we use L(A) to denote the set of all words cro-cri • • • E Ew for which there exists an accepting computation w o , wl , ... with wo E Wo and with L(wi) = cri for all i > 0. Thus, each transition system defines a subset of Ew. We sometimes say that A accepts w, meaning that w E G(A).
We say that a transition system A is empty iff £(A) = 0; i.e., A has no accepting computation. We say that a transition system A is closed under stuttering iff £(A) is closed under stuttering.
Closing a Biichi Transition System under Stuttering
Given a Biichi transition system A, we construct a Biichi transition system A' such that w' E £(A') iff there exists w E [w'] fl £(A). That is, every word accepted by A is also accepted by A'. In addition, A' also accepts all the words that stutter some word accepted by A. We call A' the closure of A under stuttering. The system A' should be more flexible than A in two senses. First, when A moves to a certain state, A' may prefer to stay in the current state, reflecting its tolerance towards "stretched" blocks. Second, when A proceeds to a certain state, A' may prefer jump to states that A reaches in several steps, reflecting its tolerance towards "shrunken" blocks. To preserve the acceptance condition we should further make sure that A' does not miss or add infinitely many visits to states in F.
Let A = (E, W, R, Wo, L, F).
Before defining A', we need to define the closure of R and its F-closure.
• For two states w and w', we have that cl(R)(w,w') holds iff there exists n > 1 and wi, to2, wn such that wi = w, wn = w', and for all 1 < i < n -1 we have R(wi, wj+ i) and L(wi) = L(wi).
• For two states w and w', we have that c/F(R)(w, w') holds iff there exists n > 1, 1 < j < n, and wi, w2, , wn such that wi = w, ?Pi E F, wn = w', , and for all 1 < i < n -1 we have R(wi, wi + i) and L(wi) = L(wi). R'((w,c), (w', c') ) holds if one of the following holds.
1. w = w' and c = c' = O. 2. cl(R)(w,w') and c' = 0. 3. c/F(R)(w, w') and c' = 1. That is, the system A' handles tolerance towards stretched blocks by self loops, and it handles tolerance towards shrunken blocks by proceeding according to the closure. The distinction between c/ (R) and clF (R) as well as the duplication of the states, serves two goals. First, A' can loop only in states that are not accepting. Otherwise, it might have accepted also words with suffixes o that stutter no word accepted by A. Second, when A' reads a block of length 1 whose corresponding block in a word accepted by A visits F, it can visit an accepting state and "keep tracking" A in its next block.
THEOREM 3.1. For every Biichi transition system A and its closure under stuttering A', the following hold.
(
1): G(A) (2): A' is closed under stuttering. (3): A is closed under stuttering iff .C(A) = C(A').
Note that the number of reachable states of A' is at most twice that of A. Recall that SPIN gets its input as a word automaton (rather than a transition system). In this case, the construction of N' is slightly more complicated. We may have to add up to 'WI x I El new states (one state for each transition in N). The following section shows how, in cases where the size of N' remains close to that of N, SPIN can use N' (with partial-order reduction), in order to check N, without first checking N for closure under stuttering.
The Algorithm
Given P and N, let N' be the closure of N under stuttering. Our algorithm is summarized in the figure below.
Instead of using N, SPIN uses N' and computes its intersection with P. Since the automaton N' is known to be closed under stuttering, this can be done using partial-order reductions. If the intersection is empty then, as L(N) C L(N'), it is guaranteed that the intersection of N and P is empty as well. Hence, P is proven to be correct with respect to N.
If the intersection of N' and P is not empty, SPIN generates a counterexample x accepted by both N' and P. SPIN now checks whether x is accepted by N. Since x is a single word, this can be done easily by projecting the computations of N on x. If x is accepted by N then, as it is also accepted • by P, we found a violation of the correctness, and P is proven to be incorrect with respect to N. If x is not accepted by N then, as it is accepted by N', we proved that N is not closed under stuttering. The user can then choose to repeat the verification with a revised claim, that is closed under stuttering, or to check the original N without partial-order reduction.
Note that in some cases, the proof of P with respect to N can proceed successfully using N' and the optimized partial-order reduction algorithm, even when the original N is not closed under stuttering. To check merely the closure of N under stuttering, our algorithm would be neither efficient nor helpful. First, P is usually much bigger than N. Second, when P is proved to be either correct or incorrect, no information on being N closed under stuttering is obtained. The question we want to answer, however, is not whether N is closed under stuttering, but whether P is correct with respect to N, and we want to do so as efficiently as possible.
An Example
The figure below shows a Biichi transition system N and its closure N' under stuttering. On the bottom are three sample programs P1, P2, and P3.
We demonstrate the execution of our algorithm with respect to these correct with respect to N. In the case of both Pi and P3 we can establish the program's (in)correctness, using N' with partial-order reduction, despite the fact that N itself is not closed under stuttering. In the case of P2, we obtain an answer about the closure of N under stuttering.
